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	A practical guide to creating games for the Windows Phone 8 platform


	Overview

	
		Create a 3D game for the Windows Phone 8 platform
	
		Combine native and managed development approaches
	
		Discover how to use a range of inputs, including sensors
	
		Learn how to implement geolocation and augmented reality features
	
		Allow communication between players via social networks and web services
	
		Publish your game in the Windows Phone Store



	In Detail


	Currently almost everyone has a mobile phone that is used not only for calling, texting, and browsing the Internet, but also as an entertainment and social platform. Developers can create advanced 3D games with outstanding functionality that allow the player to enjoy the game directly on their mobile phone and cooperate with other players via the Internet!


	Windows Phone 8 Game Development is a practical, hands-on guide that will show you how to create a fantastic 3D game for the Windows Phone 8 platform. It shows you how to start development, implement 2D and 3D graphics, support sensors, geolocation, augmented reality, social networks, web services, and even covers publishing your game.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Combine native and managed development approaches
	
		Run and debug Windows Phone 8 applications
	
		Use XAML language to create the user interface
	
		Create 3D graphics with Direct3D
	
		Draw 2D graphics with DirectXTK
	
		Create game logic and detect collisions
	
		Steer the game with sensors
	
		Use maps, geolocation, and augmented reality features
	
		Share data via social networks
	
		Add audio and video support
	
		Recognize and synthesize speech



	Approach


	Written as a practical Packt tutorial, this essential reference will show you how to develop games on the Windows Phone 8 platform.


	Who this book is written for


	The book is dedicated to the beginners in a field of game development and the Windows Phone 8 platform who want to create their first game! No prior experience regarding 2D and 3D games development, the mobile platform, as well as XAML and Direct3D technologies, is necessary. However, some basic knowledge of object-oriented programming (especially in case of C++ and C# languages) is required to understand parts of code described in the book.
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Clinical Applications of Nursing Diagnosis: Adult, Child, Women's Psychiatric, Gerontic & Home Health ConsiderationsF. A. Davis Company, 2001

	This book is designed as a guide to using North American Nursing Diagnosis Association (NANDA) nursing diagnoses as the primary base for the planning of care. Many expected outcomes, target dates, nursing actions, and evaluation algorithms are given as guides. New to this fourth edition is a comprehensive life span approach, and nursing...
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Competitive Voucher Schemes in Health: A ToolkitWorld Bank Publications, 2004
A Guide to Competitive Vouchers in Health provides a broad outline of the problems health systems face, the rationale behind government intervention particularly in the form of subsidies, and the different ways that governments and donors subsidize health care.
The guide provides readers with an understanding of the concept of competitive...
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Essential SourceSafeHentzenwerke Publishing, 2001
This training aid and reference manual assists casual users, software developers, and SourceSafe administrators in installing, configuring, and maintaining SourceSafe in a variety of development environments. A broad spectrum of topics are covered, from the basics of installation and maintenance, to more advanced features such as reporting, to...
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Intelligent Information Integration for the Semantic Web (Lecture Notes in Computer Science / Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence)Springer, 2005

	The Semantic Web offers new options for information processes. Dr. Visser is dealing with two core issues in this area: the integration of data on the semantic level and the problem of spatio-temporal representation and reasoning. He tackles existing research problems within the field of geographic information systems (GIS), the solutions of...
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Business Process Management Workshops: BPM 2010 International Workshops and Education TrackSpringer, 2012

	Business process management (BPM) is an established research domain for computer
	science, information systems, and management scholars. The record number
	and wide scope of submissions to the eighth installation of the International
	Conference on Business Process Management was an indication of the vibrancy
	of the area and the varied...
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Numerical and Analytical Methods for Scientists and Engineers, Using MathematicaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Up to this point in your career you have been asked to use mathematics to solve

	rather elementary problems in the physical sciences. However, when you graduate

	and become a working scientist or engineer you will often be confronted with

	complex real-world problems. Understanding the material in this book is a first

	step toward...
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